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About Configuration, Setting, And Lists 
 
PHPLIST setting and configurations are already taken care of which 
includes: 

• All configurations and settings needed 
• Subscriber List populated with subscribers 
• List of Newsletter members* and Watch List Members* 
• Draft templates from which to create and send a campaign 

 
(*) Members (subscribers) take care of themselves. PHPLIST mainatains 
membership to these list automatically, as well as the subscribers preference 
for text or HTML email format. 
 
Config Menu 
 
Admin has already managed and tested these settings. 

 



Sending Your First Campaign 
 
First composed your message in your wordprocessor (Microsoft Word), run 
spellcheck. You are going to copy (Ctrl-c) and Paste it (Ctrl-v) it into a 
prepared existing Draft Template. 
 
Under Send a Campaign, select the DRAFT Tab. (see below) 
 

Note: There are multiple numbered (1,2,3,4) versions of both 
Newsletter Templates and Community_Watch Templates. They are 
the same. The process of choosing and using the template is done for 
every campaign. 

[Creating a template is beyond the scope of getting started.] 

 
 
 



 
 

Start a new Campaign 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Start a New Campaign 

Subject 

Type is the subject, in this case, “Winsomeforest Newsletter, March 10th” 
The subject of the email is the first thing that your subscribers will see, so 
it's very important. This subject text is how this campaign will be  listed in  
the Campaign List.  

 

“From line” 

Your subscribers will also see this information, set to  Winsomeforest 
 
To send a campaign fill out the information below. The minimum 
requirement for a valid campaign is the information in the "Content" and 
the "Lists" tab. The Content is what you paste from your word processor 



using Control-V (ctrl-v). You may “touch-it-up” and further edit in this 
window using the built in Edit Control in Compose message. 
 
To test the campaign before sending, use the "Send Test" functionality on 
the right. 

To finish your campaign and send it to your subscribers, load the "Finish" 
tab and click the button "Send Campaign" 

 

Select Format Tab and set the template, as required. 

 

 

 



 

Meta Data: 

The campaign title is for your own use only. It is not visible to your 
subscribers and it will not be used in the outgoing emails. 

 
 

The Message Footer (Leave this as is) 

The message footer serves several purposes and is very important. When the 
message is forwarded to some other email address, the footer will be 
changed to be the one for "forwarded messages", which will allow 
specifying different content for individuals who are not subscribed to your 
newsletters, to invite them to subscribe. 

The default footer has already been set in the Configuration 

 

From line - Your subscribers will also see this information. 
 
To send a campaign fill out the information below. The minimum 
requirement for a valid campaign is the information in the "Content" and 
the "Lists" tab. The Content is what you paste from your word processor 
using Control-V (ctrl-v). You may “touch-it-up” and further edit in this 
window using the built in Edit Control in Compose message. 
 
To test the campaign before sending, use the "Send Test" functionality on 
the right. 
To finish your campaign and send it to your subscribers, load the "Finish" 
tab and click the button "Send Campaign" 
 
 



 
 
Paste Content and Save 
 
Make sure the [FOOTER] is pasted in with your content. Use control V to 
paste from Microsoft word (RTF text). Save and continue before leaving this 
page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Go to Format tab 
 
Leave Send as as HTML. 
Leave the use template blank (--select one--)  
 
You can send a test of your message using the Send test box at the 
bottom of the page, to see what your email will look like. Separate emails 
with a comma to send to multple confirmed suscribers email addresses. 
 

 
Click NEXT. 



 
 
Go to Attach Tab 

phplist Help: attachments 

You can add as many attachments to your message as you like, but the 

number listed here is defined in your configuration. 

Please Note: Attachments will be included in HTML emails, and will 

be added as a link to the website in Text emails 

The description field will be used in the text messages only 

Right now, this has not been tested. 
 

 



Scheduling your campaign: 
 
After your tests,  you need to schedule your campaign should now be on tab 
3: Scheduling.  

 
 
In this case we want to send the mail straight away, so the Embargoed until 
time needs to be left as the default, which is always slightly in the past. 
(Time is NYC time.)  
 
Additionally, because our campaign is not time sensitive, for example there 
is no deadline for a special offer, we can leave the Stop sending after time 
and date as the default too (far in the future). When you have finished 
entering the scheduling information, click NEXT 
 
 



LIST(S) 
Select list you need 

Select your lists: 
One of the final stages in the campaign workflow is to choose the 
list(s). In this case, choose Newsletter or Community Watch. 
 
Remember that phpList will only send each subscriber one copy of 
each campaign, even if they are on several lists: you don't need to 
worry about sending people duplicate copies. Once you have chosen your 
list(s) click NEXT. 
 



 
Finish: 
 
The three check boxes are normally not checked. Clicking on Circle I will 
tell you more about them. For now, do not use them. If you have left 
something out, this page will tell you.  

 
Go back and fixed what you left out.  
Save and edit, the Place Campaign in Queue for sending. 



Final result: 
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